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From: Marsha Gamberoni
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2009 10:29 AM
To: Sam Collins
Cc: Gina Matakas; Nancy McNamara; Karl Farrar; Richard Conte; Darrell Roberts; David Pelton
Subject: OC LR IR - 9:30 Call with NJ

Sam

We had the call at 9:30 today with Dr. Lipoti and her staff. I went over the purpose of the call, what we did
sincethe last call, and the resulting actions. Essentially I explained that we were all working to the common
goal of ensuring an informed and timely decision by the Commission and to meet that goal we understand the
need for a complete body of information. I let Dr. Lipoti know that we brainstormed a number of options and
felt the best option was to focus on the inspection report since that would be the best product to address the
information we discussed on the call last week. I stated we have expedited the report and will have it out on or
before Jan 23rd.

I also covered what we understand to be the Commission's process for Affirmation Sessions and that the
standard notice time is 7 days, however with a majority vote, the Commissioners could expedite that schedule.
I stated that if that case occurred, a Commission Affirmation Session on OC LR were scheduled, we would be
prepared to issue a preliminary inspection report. I let her know we are watching the Commission calendar
and that given the holiday next Monday and the inauguration on Tuesday (in which HQ has off) we didn't
expect a session but we don't have any absolute information.

Dr. Lipoti's response was "two weeks earlier on the inspection report was good - full speed ahead..." Her staff
made a comment that this is a good thing.

We also discussed communications on the day the report is-issued. I told her we are working a communication
plan concurrent with the inspection report so we don't have details but I went over what we consider in
preparing a communication plan (contacts, messages) and Nancy stated that we would be sending her the
report.

NJ seemed very satisfied with our game plan.

Nancy and I are prepared to address questions but after talking to Gina, we felt an e-mail was the best
communication tool given your calendar today.
Marsha


